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WHAT WE ARE ABOUT
SAP is a critical backbone of any enterprise. Companies are drawing on its power, deriving
many business benefits, or lot of times falling short of reaching the full SAP potential. Whether
companies are planning a full-scale SAP implementation, upgrading or adding functionality,
seeking workshops to learn more about SAP or looking to expand the reach of their SAP
system, SAPFARM can help.
We are delivering strategic services and solutions to optimize business processes and
drastically reduce the Total Cost of Ownership of SAP. In short, we are transforming SAP
technology and applications intro real-world business advantage.

Benefits
SAPFARM helps customers to accelerate the adoption of
enterprise software while improving the business
processes through innovative services and solutions
on a cost effective nearshore / onsite delivery model.
Customers can enjoy the complete business system
without any IT overhead for implementing and
operating the applications, while focusing on the core
business and strengths. We seek to be the trusted
partner for customers in their needs for SAP.

Areas of Expertise
SAPFARM addresses customer pain points in the areas of IT
strategy and user experience, implementation and adaptation
of mission-critical systems, outsourcing, application
management and development of custom applications.
SAPFARM is founded by SAP veterans, each with
more than a decade of SAP and IT experience spent
on the bleeding edge of developing, managing and
defining SAP applications and technology.
We have the first SAPFARM Competence Center in the
South East Europe, and have plans to grow the presence
in other markets to enhance our global delivery capabilities
with global partners like Ness Technologies (NASDAQ: NSTC).
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HOW WE CAN HELP YOU
The number 1 goal of SAPFARM is to target and drastically reduce the major cost prohibitive
factors for customers like implementation, IT operations and end-user issues with SAP. The
recent studies delivered a TCO framework that pinpoints all the cost-driving areas, where 90%
go beyond the initial Hardware and Software license costs.
Topics like expensive and long implementations, lack of high-quality localization and local
support, additional people required for operating the system and applications, and lack of enduser adoption of the software is what SAPFARM is going after to drastically make SAP software
affordable and effective for your organization.
We rely on the proven SAP ASAP methodology and combined with our Best Practices. The
SAP ASAP Focus methodology is specifically designed for a safe, predictable, and affordable
implementation of the SAP ERP (ECC 6.0) solutions. The methodology is a road map to help
focus on the tasks and processes most important to getting the solutions up and running quickly
at your organization.
Following is a high-level roadmap of how an SAP project could look like and what the key
roadmap steps are:
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THE SAPFARM SERVICES
Our total focus and depth of experience in SAP means we reach the full potential of your
investment via comprehensive portfolio of services with end-to-end support:


Business Consulting Services
End-user Training, Documentation, Cutover Activities, Post-Go-Live Support



Solution Implementation Services
Functional Consulting, Technical Consulting, Localization, Project Management along
the ASAP methodology*

* The AcceleratedSAP™ (ASAP) methodology is a proven, repeatable and successful
approach to implement SAP solutions in various industries and customer environments.
ASAP provides content, tools and expertise developed and collected from thousands of
successful implementations


Application Management Services
Outsourcing and Support, Maintenance and Upgrades, Testing and Quality, Application
Development

Your
Business Processes
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Our solution and architecture planning services take a comprehensive approach to integration,
organization, process, technology, and people. We consider all relevant issues and develop a
feasible solution architecture that matches your business and IT strategy. Specific offerings
include:


Solution Planning and Design -- Ensures that your solution supports business objectives



System Architecture Planning -- Helps you develop an architectural plan that
encompasses all aspects of your SAP solutions



Globalization and Multinational Strategy Development -- Covers all aspects of global
SAP implementation, from languages to system architectures

Solution design services include technical analysis, design, and optimization of business
processes and applications to help you achieve targeted business objectives. Specific offerings
include:


SAP Solution Blueprinting -- Allows you to achieve optimum benefits from your SAP
implementation



SAP Technical Analysis and Design -- Translates your high-level system architecture
into project-specific technical requirements

Solution implementation services result in cost-effective, timely implementation of SAP
solutions. SAP consultants use powerful tools, methodologies, and procedures, speeding
implementation and customization to meet your business requirements. Specific offerings
include:


SAP Configuration and Testing -- Provides guidance and support in tailoring SAP
solutions to meet your specific needs



SAP Technical Installation -- Provides the foundation for the successful implementation
and long-term operation of your SAP solutions



SAP Technical Configuration -- Translates your technical blueprint into actual settings in
your SAP systems



Legacy System Migration -- Dramatically reduces the time and cost involved in migrating
legacy data

Deployment and business consulting services help you ensure optimal performance, availability,
and maintainability of your SAP solutions. Our consultants can proactively analyze core
business processes in the solution landscape and guide you to a smooth start of production and
robust continuing operations. Specific offerings include:


Post-Go-Live Operations -- Gives you the tools and information you need to maximize
your IT infrastructure after implementation



Program Management -- Enables you to monitor multiple program goals, anticipate
problems, and increase the effectiveness of complicated solution programs



Project and Methodology Management -- Provides access to expert advice and proven
leadership for the duration of your SAP project
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TEAM AND KNOWLEDGE
SAPFARM is dedicated to provide organizations with hard-to-locate SAP resources in a fast,
flexible and cost conscious manner. SAPFARM is founded by SAP veterans, people who treat
every employee as a partner in the firm. Our human capital is the most valuable asset and key
stakeholders in the firm.
In the course of our people’s careers, we have developed various applications, implemented
and consulted on SAP ERP packages at global Fortune 500 companies and local most
successful companies in the region, influenced the user experience of the latest ERP software
and Portal solutions, supported the Financial, PLM and SCM applications, and we have
managed product teams while guiding companies strategy and product portfolios.
We strive to provide the deepest level of SAP technical and functional expertise in the industry,
and we would like our clients count on us as a trusted, competent advisor and partner. Our
overall organization and the type of knowledge and skills we can cover is displayed below. The
skills are divided between functional and technical knowledge, while the color legend shows the
area of current and future know-how.

Color Legend:
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PROJECTS AND REFERENCES
SAPFARM innovates through solutions and composite applications that are user-centric and
support highly collaborative and dynamic business process which span several functional areas
and snap-on to the existing IT landscape and SAP environment.
Type of SAP-related projects:


New and Existing SAP ERP 6.0 Solutions and Enhancement Packages (EhPs)
http://sapfarm.com/demo/



SAPFARM Language Localization and ERP User Pack based on SAP ERP 6.0
http://sapfarm.com/lokalizacija



SAPFARM Zen Experience – ABAP Web Portal, Personal Worklists, Advanced
Reporting with BEx Analyzer, Dashboards with Business Objects, Web Content
Integration and In-context User Documentation
http://zen.sapfarm.com



SAPFARM Project Management Pack (PMP) add-on to the SAP Project System (PS)
and with Seavus ProjectOffice
http://www.projectoffice.net/

Local clients and partners:


Alkaloid AD, Skopje in the Pharmaceutical industry



Macedonian Telekom AD, Skopje in the Telecom industry



Imperial Tobacco - TKS AD, Skopje in the Tobacco industry



Seavus Group, Skopje in the Software industry
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RESOURCES AND JOB PROFILES
Rate
1

Job profile
Junior
Project
Manager

Experience / Skills
•
Relevant experience
from major projects
•
Preferably project
coordination experience from
a relevant consulting
company or an internal
consulting function
•
More than 2 years of
work experience

Professional Tasks
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsible for follow up on:
o Time consumption
o Budget
o Deadlines
o Invoicing
Co-ordinate between Program Manager,
Consultants and the customer
Inform project team and others, book meetings
Develop and maintain project handbook,
maintain CPI
Do miscellaneous correspondence, minutes of
meetings and to-do lists
Perform contract support, file project
documentation and maintain project archives
Planning project kick-offs and milestones
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Project
Manager

•
Project management
experience from a consulting
company or an internal
consulting function in a major
company
•
More than 3 years of
project management
experience
•
ERP project
management experience
•
Experienced in software
implementations

•
Commercial and operational implementation
of complete complex solutions
•
Manage the implementation contract
•
Planning, implementation of and follow up on
all tasks through the project
•
Develop timely and accurate project plans
incorporating all significant project variables
•
Estimate timeframes and resources required
to successfully implement as-signed projects
•
Estimate criteria and set expectations
concerning deliverables, performance,
maintenance, design and project costs
•
Provide direction and leadership to the project
team
•
Facilitate ongoing communication and early
success or warning indicators to all involved
partners throughout the implementation process
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Senior
Project
Manager

•
More than 4 years of
project management
experience
•
Deep ERP project
management experience
•
Proven record on
delivering projects: on cost
frame
•
Conduct business
dialogues with customer at
steering committee level
•
Understand the
business drivers of an
industry

•
Responsible for delivery according to contract
•
Develop timely and accurate project plans
incorporating all significant project variables
•
Responsible for leadership and management
of the daily project work
•
Risk management
•
Responsible for more than one part project
•
Assure tight follow up and monitoring of all
projects within the program
•
Estimate timeframes and resources required
to successfully implement assigned projects
•
Overall responsible for implementing
complete complex solutions

Rate

Job profile

Experience / Skills

Professional Tasks

2

Junior
Functional
Consultant

•
Consulting experience from a
consulting company or an internal
consulting function in a major
company
•
More than 2 years of
consulting experience Experienced
within software implementations
•
Commercial education

•
Responsible for planning,
implementation, customization and follow
up on consulting tasks through all project
phases
•
Responsible for delivering expertise
on SAP solutions and ensure
implementations through implementations,
quality assurance and continuous
business improvements
•
Responsible for implementing
complete solutions in the defined area
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Functional
Consultant

•
Solid implementation
experience within an entire
business process
•
Consulting experience from a
consulting company or an internal
consulting function in a major
company
•
More than 3 years of
consulting experience
•
Experienced within software
implementaions and methodology
•
Extended business solution
experience in specific SAP ERP
functional areas, such as FI, CO,
MM, WM, SD, PM, PP, PS

•
Responsible for planning,
implementation, customization of and
follow up on consulting tasks through all
project phases
•
Responsible for delivering expertise
on SAP solutions and ensure
implementations through implementations,
quality assurance and continuous
business im-provements
•
Responsible for implementing
complete complex solutions in the defined
area
•
Responsible for the integration
between the different project areas within
all the project phases
•
Create and ensure the best possible
solution architecture and implementation
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Senior
Functional
Consultant

•
Extended implementation
experience within an entire
business process
•
In-depth understanding of the
integration in the total process and
related processes
•
Experienced within business
dialogue with the customer
covering a whole SAP business
process (e.g. Procure-to-Pay,
Order-to-Cash, Hire-to-Retire)
•
Consulting experience from a
consulting company or an internal
consulting function in a major
company
•
More than 4 years of
consulting experience
•
Experienced in software
implementations and methodology,
covering multiple SAP Business
Suite functional areas
•
Education on MBA level

•
Responsible for planning and
implementation of and follow up on
consulting tasks through all project phases
•
Responsible for delivering expertise
on SAP solutions and ensure implementations through implementations, quality
assurance and continuous business improvements
•
Responsible for implementing
complete complex solutions in the defined
area
•
Responsible for the integration
between the different project areas within
all the project phases
•
Estimate criteria and set expectations
concerning deliverables, performance,
maintenance, design and project delivery
•
Provide direction and leadership to
project team

Rate

Job profile

Experience / Skills

3

Junior
Technical
Consultant

•
Technical experience from
an ISV vendor or an internal
technical function in a major
organization
•
More than 2 years of ERP
system experience and solid
system landscape understanding
•
Experienced within software
implementations
•
Commercial technical
education

•
Responsible for planning,
implementation, development and follow up
on technical tasks through all project
phases
•
Responsible for delivering Basis and
system admin expertise on SAP solutions
and ensure implementations through
implementations, quality assurance and
continuous technical improvements
•
Responsible for implementing
complete technical solutions in the defined
area

4

Technical
Consultant

•
Technical experience from
an ISV vendor or an internal
technical function in a major
organization
•
More than 3 years of ERP
system experience and solid
system landscape understanding
•
Experienced within software
implementations
•
Extended technical solution
experience in specific SAP ERP
functional areas or framework
components in ABAP and Java
•
ABAP 4, SAP Basis (BC) System Admin, User Mgmt and
Authorizations, Transports, Data
Dictionary, etc.

•
Responsible for planning,
implementation, development and follow up
on technical tasks through all project
phases
•
Responsible for delivering Basis and
system admin expertise on SAP solutions
and ensure implementations through
implementations, quality assurance and
continuous technical improvements
•
Responsible for implementing
complete technical solutions in the defined
area
•
Estimate criteria and set expectations
concerning deliverables, performance,
maintenance, design and project delivery
•
Provide technical guidance to project
team
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Senior
Technical
Consultant

•
Technical experience from
an ISV vendor or an internal
technical function in a major
organization
•
More than 4 years of handson experience at technical IT
architecture and execution level
•
Extended experience at CTO
level
•
ABAP 4, SAP Basis (BC) System Admin, User Mgmt and
Authorizations, Transports, Data
Dictionary, etc.
•
Documented success in the
recommended technical IT
strategies
•
Architectural knowledge of
several SAP programming
frameworks in ABAP and Java,
and key technical concepts

•
Responsible for delivering Basis and
system admin expertise on SAP solutions
and ensure implementations through
implementations, quality assurance and
continuous technical improvements
•
Responsible for implementing
complete technical solutions in the defined
area
•
Estimate criteria and set expectations
concerning deliverables, performance,
maintenance, design and project delivery
•
In partnership with the customer
devise an IT strategy and resolution to
problems
•
Bring over the decided technical IT
strategy to implementation consultants
•
Provide direction and leadership to
project team

‚

Professional Tasks

Contact:
SAPFARM dooel Skopje
Ivo Ribar Lola 39 1/3
1000 Skopje, Macedonia
Telephone: +389 2 3127 136
Web: www.sapfarm.com
Email: contact@sapfarm.com
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